
clean touch

surfacing the future

Elesgo clean touch. 
The surface for the special application.

Cleanliness &  
cleaning
Cleaning the Elesgo clean touch surface is very 
easy. Depending on the degree of soiling, you will 
need an eraser sponge, detergent, a damp and a dry 
cloth, paper towels, acetone or methylated spirits.

More information on cleaning can be found here:

Together we 
make everything 
possible
Tailor-made: In addition to the standard 
colours from the peacock collection, we 
develop the desired surface for your  
product together with you. Everything is 
possible: from your own colour collection 
 to your own decor. Durable, chic and 
clean: your surface design will be  
distinguished by the properties of the  
Elesgo clean touch surface.

Challenge us.

DTS Systemoberflächen GmbH
Arnold-Dammers-Weg 2
39291 Möckern
Germany

Fon: +49 (0) 39 221 978 - 0
Fax: +49 (0) 39 221 978 - 97
WhatsApp: +49 (0)173 564 69 13
Mail: zentrale@laminate.de

www.laminate.de

made by

If you have any questions 
about clean touch or a 
project, please contact us!

Follow this QR code 
to the cleaning instructions.

Product advantages
The uni-coloured surfaces impress with a  
homogeneous and brilliant depth of colour. This is 
created by lacquer pigments, which also prevent the 
occurrence of chipped edges. The high standard of  
our clean touch surface also includes the possibility  
of designing your own colour or colour collection.  
Entirely according to your wishes. Outstanding:  
scratches can be removed with a standard eraser 
sponge.
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Application areas
The right surface for your application: Elesgo clean touch is  
especially used where no fingerprints should be seen and a robust 
and long-lasting surface is essential. The surface is suitable, for 
example, for furniture fronts and worktops in kitchens, bathrooms, 
and window sills.

Practical in everyday life and not only a visual highlight: Elesgo 
surfaces are scratch- and dirt-resistant and easy to clean. 
 
Sustainability is our top priority. Since our Elesgo surface is not 
only produced with low emissions and low energy consumption, 
but also the durability and the environmentally friendly transport 
are our main focus.

Features

1  The Elesgo clean touch surface consists of a base and top 
coat. These are applied one after the other to the substrate 
and cured using the electron beam technology in the pa-
tented manufacturing process. The EBC technology gives 
the surface an extremely long life cycle. 

2  Pigmented coloured papers or decor papers determine 
the final appearance. Here we make everything possible to 
achieve exactly the surface optimised to your requirements. 
It can then be pressed into HPL and CPL panels or 
processed into compact panels. In addition, it is possible to 
laminate the surface directly from MDF, HDF, OVC, etc.

3  The ultra-thin release film transfers the special matt look 
and feel to the Elesgo clean touch surface. This film can  
remain on the surface for protection until the finished  
product is installed. Only then is the top layer simply  
peeled off.

Surface structure

Substrate

Release film
EBC resins

With our peacock  
collection you can even realise 
small projects from 200 sqm  

minimum order quantity.  
Follow the link!
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